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Description  
 

Business Combination Accounting is a subject which includes in Financial Accounting subject category and 
learns part of Intermediate financial accounting material. In general, this subject learns about stock 
invesment accounting which focus on merger and consolidation. Learning Business Combination 
Accounting is a compulsory for accounting student since there is no company that does not own stock. Big 
issue in stock investment is if the owned stock caused the company a significant influence over the investee 
(association) or when it is caused the company getting control over investee (subsidiary).  

 
Learning Outcomes 

 

1. Able to understand the concept and do the investment recording in associated company.  

2. Able to understand the economic and accounting concept in business merger.   

3. Able to do business combination transaction recording.  

4. Able to understand the concept of consolidation, compile consolidation report and create consolidation 
journal as well as able to understand the concept of consolidation report as the whole.  

5. Able to understand the effect of non controlling interest (NCI) in consolidation and able to create 
consolidation worksheet.  

6. Able to understand retrospective adjustment concept, able to create journal as well as accommodating 
worksheet.  

7. Able to explain the effect of intercompany transaction either asset or debt, as well as able to explain the 
effect of intercompany assets for land transaction, depreciated asset, downstream and upstream asset. 

8. Able to create consolidation worksheet that accommodates the intercompany assets transaction.  

9. Able to understand the concept of intercompany debt transaction.  

10. Able to prepare consolidation cash flow report as well as able to prepare consolidation cash flow report 
that involve bond transaction and cash flow 

 
Topic 

 
1. Fair Value method in the recording and reporting of Stock Investment 
2. Concept of Equity method  
3. Accomplishing several cases in equity method.  
4. Economics and accounting aspects in business merger.  
5. Acquisition method in merger and acquisition.  
6. Consolidation report preparation right after the consolidation.  
7. Completion of various cases of consolidation report preparation shortly after consolidation 
8. Consolidation report preparation shortly after consolidation  
9. A thorough understanding on the concept of consolidation report 
10. Completion of various cases of consolidation report preparation shortly after consolidation 
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11. Non-controlling interest in consolidation report  
12. Non-controlling interest effect (NCI) in consolidation  
13. Consolidation journal when NCI exists.  
14. Gradual acquisition in consolidation report 
15. Gradual acquisition effect in individual 
16. Gradual acquisition effect in consolidation journal 
17. Gradual consolidation – acquisition worksheet  
18. Intercompany transactions  
19. Intercompany land and depreciable assets transactions  
20. Intercompany inventory transactions 
21. Completion of various cases in intercompany transactions 
22. Intercompany assets transaction effect on consolidation  
23. Intercompany debts transactions  
24. Consolidated Cash flows Statement 
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